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ABSTRACT 

Emotional intelligence and its associated with models have recently become one 

of new active studies in the field of artificial intelligence. Several works have been 

performed on modelling of emotional behaviours such as love, hate, happiness and 

sadness. This study presents a comparative evaluation of rational and emotional 

behaviours and the effects of emotions on the decision making process of agents in a 

realistic multi-objective environment. NetLogo simulation environment is used to 

model a realistic multi-objective environment, where an agent is in continuous 

interaction with a set of objects in its surrounding. The agent living and acting in its 

environment employs reasoning procedures which combine a series of inferences, 

evaluation, evolution processes, adaptation, learning and rule based emotions. 

Experimental evaluations showed that agents with the rational and emotional models 

in their decision to making processes achieve better performance compared to those 

with the rational decision model only. 
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ÖZ 

Duygusal zeka ve onunla ilişkili modeller son zamanlarda yapay zeka alanında 

yeni aktif araştırma konularından biri haline gelmiştir. Sevgi, nefret, mutluluk ve 

öfke gibi duygusal davranışların modellenmesi üzerine çeşitli çalışmalar yapılmıştır. 

Bu çalışmada rasyonel ve duygusal davranışların karşılaştırmalı değerlendirilmeleri 

ve çok amaçlı gerçekçi bir ortamda ajanların karar alma süreci üzerinde duyguların 

etkisi sunulmuştur. NetLogo benzetim ortamı kullanılarak bir ajanın çevresindeki 

nesnelerle  sürekli etkileşimi  çok amaçlı bir ortam için modellenmiştir. Ajan 

yaşadığı çevrede etkili öğrenme, çıkarımlar yapma, değerlendirmelerde bulunmayı 

geliştirme ve uyum gibi  bir dizi duygusal kural ve akıl süreci kullanır. Deneysel 

değerlendirmeler rasyonel ve duygusal karar alma sürelerinin birlikte kullanımının 

daha etkili olduğunu göstermiştir. 
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Chapter 1 

1 AN INTRODUCTION TO EMOTION 

Humans are talented at making decisions, based on incomplete information 

caused by interaction between rational and emotional processes. Irrefutably, 

emotions influence human life in many respects [27]. According to recent studies, 

emotion has various interpretations in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community: for 

some it is simply facial expressions [27]; for others, fundamentally internal processes 

[28] [29] [30]. There are some potential roles in artificial agents further than 

exposing and identifying emotional interactions with humans [31]: 

1. action selection (for example, what to do next based on the current emotional 

state) 

2. adaptation (for example, short or long-term changes in behaviour as a 

consequence to the emotional states) 

3. social regulation (for example, communicating or exchanging information 

with others by emotional expressions) 

4. sensory integration (for example, emotional filtering of data or blocking of 

integration) 

5. alarm mechanisms (for example, fast reflexes like reactions in critical 

situations which interrupt other processes) 

6. motivation (for example, creating motives as part of an emotional coping 

mechanism) 
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7. goal management (for example, creation of new goals or reprioritization of 

existing ones) 

8. learning (for example, emotional evaluations as Q-values in reinforcement 

learning) 

9. attention focus (for example, selection of data to be processed based on 

emotional evaluation) 

10. memory control (for example, emotional bias on memory access and retrieval 

as well as decay rate of memory items) 

11. strategic processing (for example, selection of various search plans based on 

overall emotional state) 

12. self-model (for example, emotions as representations of “what a situation is 

like for the agent”) 

P. Baillie, M. Toleman, and D. Lukose studied the generation of emotions in 

artificial beings and how they filter information; as it is input, output and processed 

by such agents which are called Emotional Motivated Agents (EMA) with affective 

reasoning and decision making [32] [33]. In other words, they proposed an 

examination of the atomic elements and the assessment of these elements when 

combined to generate emotional states. Response mechanisms in a temporal 

situation, or events based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) by using Goal-

Orientated, Multi-Agent Simulation Environment (GOMASE) [34], and the Tile-

World system are used as an experimental environment. 

The Ortony, Clore and Collins (OCC) cognitive appraisal model and subsets of it 

have been successfully implemented in a number of emotional architectures, such as 

Emotional Belief-Desire-Intention (EBDI) architecture. Based on the authors’ 

justifiably claim: 
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The OCC model categorizes emotions based on goals as a whole. It is difficult to 
address adaptive emotional behaviour stemming from attitudes about items that 
may interact with the individual during goal attainment and use this information 

to predict and extrapolate future behaviours under overlapping circumstances. 
[33] 

H. Jiang, J. M. Vidal introduced a new emotional architecture [29] [30], which 

reflect practical reasoning of humans by adding the influence of emotions into 

decisions to make processes of traditional Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture. 

In addition, it handles limited resources by using primary emotions as the first filter 

for adjusting the priority of beliefs to speed up decision to make and refine when 

time permits by using secondary emotions. The Tile-world system is used as an 

experimental environment, like some other research [32] [33]. Based on their claim: 

“Most of the study into agents has focused on the development of rational utility-

maximizing agents. This study assumes decisions to derive from an analysis of the 

future outcomes of various options and alternatives.” [29] [30] 

1.1 Emotion 

Emotions are affected side of cognition and mostly assumed as representing a 

deductive logic of subjective experience, expressive behaviour and neurochemical 

activity. Most researchers claim that emotions are part of the human evolutionary 

heritage and serve adaptive ends by adding to general consciousness and the 

expedition of social communication. Some animals are also measured to have 

emotions, as first described by Charles Darwin in 1872. A significant early theory of 

emotion was suggested independently by William James and Carl Georg Lange 

between 1834 and 1900. All modern theorists grant consent to emotions, which 

influence what people notice, see, recognise, learn, and remember, play an important 

part in personality development [2]. 
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In computer science, “Emotion” is the term for usually describing personal 

feelings, which command moods. In psychology, emotion is measured a reaction to 

stimuli and inclines in itself to inspire the individual toward further activity. Early 

psychological studies of emotion tried to determine whether a certain emotion 

appears before the action, simultaneously with it or as a response to automatic 

physiological processes. In the 1960s, the Schachter-Singer theory showed that 

cognitive process is not just physiological reactions, also playing an important role in 

determining emotions. In the 1980s, Robert Plutchik developed a theory which 

represents eight primary human emotions: joy, acceptance, fear, submission, sadness, 

disgust, anger and anticipation, and claimed all of them can be derived from these 

[3]. Gerd Ruebenstrunk carried out a very interesting survey on emotion theories 

[16]. 

In the 2000s, research in computer science, engineering, psychology and 

neuroscience has been intended at developing devices, which identify and model 

human emotions [4]. Affective computing is an interdisciplinary field of computer 

science, psychology and cognitive science and deals with designing and developing 

of AI systems and devices, which are able to recognize, interpret and process human 

emotions [5]. Despite the origins of the area may be traced as far back as to early 

philosophical enquiries into emotions [6], the more modern branch of computer 

science is founded upon Rosalind Picard's study [7] on affective computing [8] [9]. 

Identifying emotional information initiates with inactive sensors, which collect data 

about person's physical state or behaviour without interpreting or explaining the 

input. The data gathered is corresponding to the signals humans use to identify 

emotions in others. Another area within affective computing is the design of 

calculative devices proposed to display either natural emotional capabilities or is 
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enabled persuasively simulating emotions. Emotional speech processing recognizes 

the person's emotional state by analysing speech patterns [10] [11]. The detection 

and processing of facial expression [12] [13] or body gestures [14] [15] is obtained 

through detectors and sensors. 

1.2 Theory of Emotion from Ortony, Clore and Collins (OCC) 

Ortony, Clore and Collins established their theoretical method [35] explicitly with 

the purpose to implement it in a computer. The theory adopts emotions, which 

develop as a consequence to certain perceptions and explanations. Thus it completely 

focuses on the cognitive elicitors of emotions. Events, agents and objects are 

assumed three aspects, which determine these cognitions. 

Emotions, their central statement, represent reactions to these perceptions of the 

environment. For example, the results of an event can be pleased or not 

(pleased/displeased), the actions of an agent can be endorsed or rejected 

(approve/disapprove), or aspects of an object can be liked or disliked (like/dislike). A 

further difference consists of the detail which events can have concerns for others or 

for oneself and an acting agent can be another or oneself. The concerns of an event 

for another can be separated into desirable and undesirable; the results for oneself as 

related or unrelated expectations. Finally, related expectations can be distinguished 

again consistent with whether to occur or not (confirmed/disconfirmed). This 

discrimination leads to the following assembly of emotion types [Figure 1]. 
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Figure 1: Schema of Emotion Types in the Theory of OCC [35] 

The strength of an emotional feeling is decided mainly by three central strength 

variables as follows: 

1. Desirability: it is linked the reaction to events and is appraised with regard to 

goals. 

2. Praiseworthiness: it is linked with the reaction to actions of agents and it is 

appraised with regard to standards. 

3. Attractiveness: it is linked with the reaction to objects and it is appraised with 

regard to attitudes. 

Furthermore, a set of strength variables are explained. Sense of reality, proximity, 

unexpectedness, and arousal are the four global variables which operate over all three 

emotion categories, and the local variables are illustrated [Table 1]. 
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Table 1: Local Variables associated with the Theory of OCC [35]. 

EVENTS AGENTS OBJECTS 

Desirability Praiseworthiness Appealingness 

Desirability for other Strength of Cognitive Unit Familiarity 

Deservingness Expectation Deviation 

 

Liking 

  

Likelihood 

  

Effort 

  

Realization 

  
 

In a real case, each of these variables is allocated a value and a weight. Moreover, 

there is a threshold value for each emotion, below which an emotion is not 

subjectively felt. 

They propose no formalization for all of their explained emotions but give only a 

few examples. However, they assume which all emotions can be described by using a 

formal symbolization, although with many emotions. This is more complex than the 

presented example. With the help of such a formal system, a computer should be able 

to draw conclusions about emotional episodes, which are presented to it. 

1.3 Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) 

The BDI [44] is a software model developed for programming intelligent agents. 

Superficially categorized by the implementation of an agent's beliefs, desires, and 

intentions are used to solve a specific problem in agent programming. In core, a 

method is provided for identifying the activity of selecting a plan from the 
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performance of currently active plans. Thus BDI agents are capable of levelling the 

time consumed on thinking about plans and performing those plans. However, a third 

activity, planning, is not within the scope of the model and is left to the system 

designer and programmer. 

In order for realizing this identification, this software model implements The 

Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of human practical reasoning, which was 

developed by M. E. Bratman as a way of explaining a future-directed intention. This 

means that it implements the notions of belief, desire and intention in a way 

motivated by him. For him, intention and desire are both professional attitudes and 

mental attitudes concerned with action, but the intention is various as a behaviour 

adjusting professional attitude. He classifies an obligation as the feature factor 

between desire and intention, noting which it guides to temporal persistence in plans 

and further plans being made on the foundation of those to which it is already 

dedicated. This software model moderately addresses these issues. Temporal 

persistence is not examined in respect of explicit reference to time. The hierarchical 

nature of plans is more easily implemented: a plan consists of a number of steps, 

some of which may appeal against other plans. Since the primary plan remains, in 

effect, while subsidiary plans are being executed, the hierarchical explanation of 

plans itself implies a kind of temporal persistence. 

An important aspect of this software model in terms of its significant research is 

the existence of logical models in which it is possible to define and reason about 

agents. For example, research in this area has led to the assumption of some 

implementations, as well as to proper logical explanations such as Anand Rao and 

Michael Georgeff's Belief-Desire-Intention and Computation Tree Logic (BDICTL). 

In addition, the Logic of Rational Agents (LORA) has been incorporated action logic 
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into BDICTL by Michael Wooldridge, which allows reasoning not only about single-

agents, but also about communication in a multi-agent system. 

The BDI software model is thoroughly accompanying with intelligent agents, but 

does not guarantee all the features associated with such agents. For example, it 

allows agents to have private beliefs, but does not force them to be private. 

Furthermore, it has nothing to perform about agent communication. Finally, this 

software model is an attempt to solve a problem which has more to do with plans and 

planning than it has to do with the programming of intelligent agents. 

1.3.1 Architecture 

The ideal architectural components of this software model are as follows: 

1. Beliefs represent the informational state of the agent, in other words, they 

represent its opinions about the environment. They can also comprise 

inference rules, which lead to new beliefs. They are saved in a database (belief 

base or belief set) although, which is an implementation decision. 

2. Desires represent the motivational state of the agent, put differently, they 

represent objectives or situations which it would like to accomplish or make 

something happen. 

3. Goals represent the active benefited desire of the agent. Usage of this term 

adds the further restriction which the set of active desires must be consistent. 

4. Intentions represent the deliberative state of the agent; this means that what 

the agent has selected to do. They are desires to which the agent has, to some 

extent, committed; this means the agent has begun executing a plan in 

implemented systems. 

5. Plans represent the process of the agent which it can perform to achieve one or 

more of its purposes, and may include other plans. This reflects in Bratman's 
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model, which they are originally only incompletely considered with details 

being filled in as they progress. 

6. Events represent the triggers for reactive activity of the agent, which may 

update beliefs, trigger plans or modify goals. They may be generated 

externally and received by sensors or integrated systems. They may be 

generated internally to trigger decoupled updates or plans of activity. 

1.3.2 BDI Interpreter 

An ideal BDI interpreter is defined [Figure 2] and afforded the foundation of the 

Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) which it is a framework for constructing real-

time reasoning systems, which can accomplish complex tasks in dynamic 

environments [17]. 

initialize-state 

repeat 
 options: option-generator(event-queue) 

 selected-options: deliberate(options) 
 update-intentions(selected-options) 

 execute() 
 get-new-external-events() 
 drop-unsuccessful-attitudes() 

 drop-impossible-attitudes() 
end repeat 

Figure 2: Pseudo Code of Main Loop of a BDI Agent [44] 

It should be noted, this basic algorithm has been extended in many ways, for 

instance, to support planning ahead [18], automated teamwork [19], and maintenance 

goals [20]. 

1.4 Emotional Belief-Desire-Intention (EBDI) 

An important aspect of this software model in terms of its significant research is 

by introducing primary and secondary emotion into BDI architecture, H. Jiang and J. 

M. Vidal present a generic architecture for an emotional agent, EBDI [29] [30], 
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which can merge various emotion theories with the reasoning process of an agent. It 

implements practical reasoning techniques separately from the specific emotion 

mechanism. The separation allows us to plug in emotional models as needed or 

upgrade the agent’s reasoning engine independently. 

1.4.1 Architecture 

The state of an EBDI agent is defined by E, B, D and I, which they are the set of 

all possible emotions, beliefs, desires and intentions. These components are 

connected by Belief Revisions, Emotion Updates, Option Generate, Filter, Plan, and 

Plan Execution functions. Its architecture is shown [Figure 4]. 

1.4.2 EBDI Interpreter 

The interpreter is shown by [Figure 3] used in the architecture. The architecture is 

managed to integrate emotions into the standard processing loop of a BDI agent. 

E ← E0;  E0  are initial  emotions 

B ← B0;  B0  are initial  beliefs 
I ← I0;  I0  are initial  intentions 

while true do 
 Bp  ← brf -see (Env); 
 Bm  ← brf -msg (C ont); 

 E ← euf1 (E, I , Bp ∪ Bm ); 

 B ← brf -in (E, I , B ∪ Bp ∪ Bm ); 
 D ← options (B, I ); 

 I ← filter (E, B, D, I ); 
 E’  ← E 

 E ← euf2 (E, I , B); 
 if time permits and E = E’ 
  then B ← brf -in (E, I , B); 

   D ← options (B, I ); 
   I ← filter (E, B, D, I ); 

 π ← plan (I , Ac); 
 execute(π) 

Figure 3: Pseudo Code of a Main Loop of an EBDI Agent [29] 
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Figure 4: Schema of EBDI Architecture [29] 

The execution cycle can be summarised as follows: 

1. When some new information is sensed from the environment by sensor or 

communication messages, belief sets are generated. 
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2. These beliefs with current intentions trigger emotional updating, thus first 

feelings of the agent are acquired about the information. 

3. Beliefs are evaluated again based on the new emotion status and information 

with current intentions as a guide. 

4. Desires are generated from the beliefs and intentions. 

5. The best options or intentions are chosen based on current beliefs, desires and 

intentions under influences of the emotions. Current working intention often 

has the highest priority because of intentions persist, unless they are already 

achieved, are found impossible to achieve or the reason for this intention is no 

longer existing. 

6. The secondary emotions are triggered and updated based on current intentions, 

beliefs and previous emotions. 

7. If there is no time for careful consideration, or emotion status is not changed, 

detail plan will be generated and will be executed; otherwise the decision to 

make is considered and refined precisely. It will be reconsidered if current 

beliefs are appropriate, as in line 14 and reconsider the desires and intentions, 

as in line 15 and 16. After this reconsideration, the agent then generates a plan 

and executes it. 
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Chapter 2 

2 AN INTRODCUTION TO AGENTS 

2.1 Intelligent Agent 

This autonomous entity observes and performs in an environment and directs its 

activity to obtain goals. It may also acquire or practise knowledge to realise their 

goals. It may be very simple or complex: a reflex machine such as a thermostat or 

human being works with others to obtain a goal in a human community. 

It is often defined schematically as a simple practical system akin to a computer 

program. For this reason, it is sometimes called abstract intelligent agent to various 

them from their real world implementations as computer systems, biological systems 

or organizations. Some definitions of it emphasize their independence and prefer the 

term autonomous intelligent agent. Still others, notably Russell and Norvig [36], 

consider goal-directed behaviour based on intelligence and prefer a term borrowed 

from economics, "Rational Agent". 

Agents are sorted into five types based on their level of perceived intelligence and 

capability by Russell and Norvig: Simple Reflex Agents, Model-Based Reflex 

Agents, Goal-Based Agents, Utility-Based Agents and Learning Agents. 

2.1.1 Simple Reflex Agents 

They perform only based on the current percept. Their function is based on a 

condition than an action. They function to succeed when the environment is fully 
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observable. Some of them can also include information on their current state, which 

permits them to ignore conditions are already triggered by actuators. 

2.1.2 Model-Based Reflex Agents 

They can handle partly observable environments. Its current state is saved inside 

the agent supporting some kind of structure, which describes the inaccessible part of 

the environment. This behaviour demands information on how the environment 

performs and operates. This additional information finalises the “World View” 

model. They keep following the current state of the environment using an internal 

model and choose an action in the same way as the reflex agent. 

2.1.3 Goal-Based Agents 

They are model-based agents which save information concerning circumstances, 

which are necessary. This aims the agent to choose the one, obtaining a goal state, 

among multiple possibilities. 

2.1.4 Utility-Based Agents 

They only difference between goal states and non-goal states. It is possible to 

define a measure of how necessary a particular state is. This measure can be 

developed by a utility function which plans a state to a measure of the utility state. 

2.1.5 Learning Agents 

They have an advantage which it allows the agents to operate originally in 

unidentified environments and to develop more competent than their basic 

knowledge alone might allow. 

2.2 Rational Agent 

In AI, it is an agent which has clear preferences, uncertain models by anticipated 

values and often chooses to complete the action which results in the best result for 

itself from among all possible actions. In other words, a rational agent can be 
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anything, which makes decisions, typically a person, to firm machine or software 

with intelligence. AI borrowed the term "Rational Agents" from economics to define 

independent programs, which are capable of direct goalless behaviour. 

2.3 Multi-Agent Systems 

They are systems composed of multiple interacting intelligent agents. They can be 

used to explain difficulties, which are problematic or impossible for a monolithic 

system or individual agent to solve. 

2.4 Agent-Based Model 

It is a class of computational models for simulating the operations and interactions 

of individual and communal autonomous agents with a view to evaluating their 

effects on the system as a whole. The models simulate the concurrent actions and 

interactions of multiple agents, in an attempt to remake and predict the impression of 

complex phenomena. The process is one of the emergences from a micro system to a 

macro system. A key notion is simple behavioural rules, which generate complex 

behaviour. This principle, known as “Keep it simple and stupid” (KISS), is 

introduced by Robert Axelrod [38] before all else and is extensively accepted in the 

modelling community. Another central principle is which the whole is greater than 

the sum of the parts. Individual agents are classically described as bounded rational, 

supposed to be acting in what they observe as their own benefits, such as 

reproduction, economic benefit or social status, using heuristics or simple decision to 

make rules [39]. They also may experience learning, adaptation and reproduction 

[40]. 

2.5 Agent-Based Modelling 

It [37] is a system made up of a group of agents which autonomously interact on 

networks. Each individual agent is reliable for various behaviours, which result in 
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communal behaviours and help to define the workings of the network as a whole. It 

focuses on human social interactions and how people collaborate and communicate 

with each other without having a single grouped mind. This means that it tends to 

focus on the result of interactions between people or agents in a population. This type 

of modelling is better understood by modelling these dynamics on a smaller and 

more localized level. Simple individual rules or actions can result in the consistent 

group behaviour. Changes in these individual performances can affect the communal 

group in any given population. 

In other words, it is an exploratory tool for hypothetical research. It enables one to 

deal with complex individual behaviours. In general, based on this type of modelling, 

the researchers propose to model the behaviour of agents and the communication 

between them in order for better understanding how these individual interactions 

influence an entire population. In essence, it is a way of modelling and understanding 

various global patterns. 

Verification and validation of simulation models are extremely important [41] 

[42]. Verification includes debugging the model to guarantee it works correctly and 

Validation guarantees which the right model has been made. 

2.6 Performance 

Performance is a function which measures the quality of the actions the agent 

took. Such as Safe, Fast, Legal, Comfortable trip, Maximize Profit, etc. 

2.7 Environment 

The environment refers to the area in which an agent or a set of agents operate. If 

a sensory apparatus of agent gives it access to the complete state of the environment, 

then the environment is said to be accessible to that agent. In an accessible 

environment, the sensors detect all aspects that are relevant to the choice of action. 
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On the other hand, if the next state of the environment is completely determined by 

the current state and the actions selected by the agents, then environment is said to be 

deterministic. If only actions of other agents are non-deterministic, the environment 

is called strategic. 

Considering the interaction of agents with their environment, if the environment 

can change while an agent is acting, then the environment is called dynamic for that 

agent, other-wise it is static. Static environments are easy to deal with be-cause the 

agent need not keep looking at the environment while it is deciding on an action. 

2.8 NetLogo 

NetLogo [1] was designed in the essence of the Logo programming language to 

be "low threshold and no ceiling" enabled easy entry by beginners and yet meet the 

needs of advanced users. This simulation environment aids investigation of 

developing phenomena. It includes an extensive library of models in many domains 

such as art, biology, chemistry, physics, computer science, earth science, 

mathematics, networks, social science, system dynamics and many others. It is 

enabled a quick and easy model development and particularly well suited for 

modelling complex systems developing over time. It can give commands to hundreds 

or thousands of autonomous agents and all operating parallels. Thus this makes it 

able to investigate the relation between the micro-level behaviour of individuals and 

the macro-level patterns which arise from the interaction of many individuals. 

It should be noted, since the commands and definitions for NetLogo are standard 

and same as other guidance and tutorials, as some common words may be founded in 

this section which they are unavoidable. Significantly, they are adopted from 

“NetLogo Programming Guide”. Some modification has been done with respect to 
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the studied model to help readers for greater understanding. Nevertheless, the main 

issue is covering all programming guide lines related to the model. 

2.8.1 Understanding the Graphic User Interface (GUI) 

It has three tabs at the top: the interface tab, which has tools to check and change 

what is occurring inside the model and shows a model run; the information tab, 

which typically has some information on model and mechanism written by modeller; 

and the procedure tab, which typically includes all the relevant code for making the 

model. Only one tab at a time can be visible, but switching between them can be 

done by clicking on the tab titles at the top of the window and below of the main 

menu or by using shortcut keys. 

The interface tab shows the environment and includes various ways of setting 

variables for the model, such as buttons, sliders, choosers and switches, and viewing 

results, such as plots, monitors and output. By right-clicking on the environment, one 

can manually adjust its overall size, layout and number of patches by the “model 

settings” window [Figure 5]. 

The modeller can declare and set values of variables and issue commands by the 

model interface, using the “add” button shown at the top of the interface. This 

provides a number of options for manipulating variables, depending on their type, 

such as true/false, discrete and continuous. The “button” option is typically used for 

executing procedures. “The NetLogo User Manual” has a detailed description of how 

to add new and adjust new variables and run procedures by the interface. 

Most programs typically have at least two buttons in the interface: a “setup” 

button, which runs the procedure which initializes the environment, and a “go” 

button, which runs the procedure which executes some set of commands run in each 

step of the model. It is usually wanted the “go” procedure to run indefinitely or until 
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some criteria are met. Rather than pressing once for each model step, it is usually 

making this a “forever” button. This means that once pressed this command will 

continue to run until the modeller presses the button again or something internal to 

the program makes it stop. 

 

Figure 5: NetLogo GUI 

2.8.2 Agents 

The simulation environment is made up of agents. Agents are beings, which can 

follow instructions. Simultaneously, each agent can carry out its own activity. There 

are four types of agents: turtles, patches, links, and the observer. 

Turtles are agents which move around in the environment and have two 

coordinates, “xcor” and “ycor”. These coordinates are the decimal, which means a 

turtle can be positioned at any point within its patch, in other words, it doesn't have 

to be in the centre of the patch. The environment is two dimensional and is divided 

up into a grid of patches. Each patch is a square piece of ground over which turtles 

can move. Patches have two coordinates, “pxcor” and “pycor”, and are always the 

integer. 
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Links are agents which connect two turtles. They have two endpoints instead of 

two coordinates, along the shortest path possible, even if means wrapping around the 

environment. 

The observer doesn't have a location; this means that one can imagine it as 

looking out over the environment of turtles, patches, and links. 

2.8.3 Primitives and Procedures 

Commands and reporters tell agents what to do. A command is an action for an 

agent to carry out. A reporter computes a result and reports it. Most commands begin 

with verbs, such as “ask”, "clear", "create", “set”, and so on, whereas most reporters 

are nouns or noun phrases. 

Commands and reporters built into NetLogo are called primitives, which are listed 

in “The NetLogo Dictionary”. Nonetheless, defined ones are called procedures. Each 

of them has a name, preceded by the “to” keyword. The “end” keyword marks the 

end of the commands in the procedure [Figure 6]. Once a procedure is defined, it can 

be used elsewhere in a program. 

Both primitives and procedures can take inputs. To create a procedure which 

accepts inputs, include a list of input names in square brackets after the procedure 

name [Figure 6]. 

to Setup-all … 

  RIA-Setup … 
end 
to Run-all [tick-counter] ; tick-counter is always loading min-ticks 

  if ticks > tick-counter [ … stop ] 
  RIA-Run … 
end 

Figure 6: Sample Code for Defining Procedures without/with Input Variable 

Just like commands can be defined, reporters as well. However, two special things 

should be done: use the “to-report” keyword instead of the “to” keyword to begin the 
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procedure, then in the body of the procedure, use the “report” command to report the 

value is wanted to report [Figure 7]. 

to-report Utility-Random-Float 

  report min-init + random-float (max-init - min-init) 
end 

to-report Utility-Random [range] 
  report -1 ^ random (2) * Random range 
end 

Figure 7: Sample Code for Defining Reporters without/with Input Variables 

It should be noted, the “clear-all” and “crt” commands can only be run by the 

observer. Nevertheless, the “fd” command can only be run by turtles. In addition, 

some other commands and reporters, such as “set”, can be run by different agent 

types. 

2.8.4 Variables 

Variables of an agent are places to store values, such as numbers, in the agent. 

They can be a global variable for observer or private variable for a turtle, patch, or 

link. If a variable is a global variable, there is only one value for it, and can be 

accessed at any time by every agent. It is possible to think of global variables as 

belonging to the observer. Turtle, patch, and link variables are different. Each turtle 

has its own value for every turtle variable, and each patch has its own value for every 

patch variable, and the same for links. Some variables are built into the simulator. 

It is possible to make a global variable by adding a switch or a slider to a model, 

or by using the “globals” keyword at the beginning of a code [Figure 8]. 

globals [ 
  EIA-Academy-Place-random-selection 

  EIA-Social-Place-random-selection 
] 

Figure 8: Sample Code for Defining Global Variables 
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Furthermore, new variables of turtle, patch, and link can be defined by using the 

“turtles-own”, “patches-own”, and “links-own” keywords [Figure 9]. 

breed [RIA-Work-Places RIA-Work-Place] 

RIA-Work-Places-own [ … 
  offering-salary ; (random setting) 

  job-duration ; (random setting) 
] 

Figure 9: Sample Code for Defining Breeds and their Variables 

It should be noted, the use of semicolons to add comments to a program. This 

makes the program easier to read and understand. 

These variables can then be used freely in a model. Use the “set” command to set 

them otherwise their default value is zero [Figure 10]. Global variables can be read 

and set at any time as well as patch variables of the patch, which is stood on, by a 

turtle. In other situations where an agent is wanted to read a different agent's 

variable, the “of” keyword can be used. 

to RIA-Run 
  ask RIA-Work-Place 2 [ 

    set offering-salary Utility-Random-Float 
    set job-duration 1 

  ] … 
end 

Figure 10: Sample Code for Setting Variables 

A local variable is defined by the “let” keyword, and used only in the context of a 

particular procedure or part of a procedure [Figure 11]. 

to RIA-Visit-Work-Places  … 

  let offering-salary-duration [ offering-salary ] of RIA-Work-Place 2 / [ job-
duration ] of RIA-Work-Place 2 … 
end 

Figure 11: Sample Code for Defining Local Variables 
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2.8.5 Lists 

In the simplest models, each variable holds only a piece of information, usually a 

number or a string. The list feature allows storing multiple pieces of information in a 

single variable by collecting those pieces of information in a list. Each value in the 

list can be any type of value, such as a number, or a string, an agent, or even another 

list. 

Lists allow for the convenient packaging of information. If agents carry out a 

repetitive calculation on multiple variables, it might be easier to have a list variable, 

instead of multiple number variables. Several primitives simplify the process of 

performing the same computation on each value in a list. 

A list can simply be made by putting the wanted values in the list between 

brackets. The individual values are separated by spaces. If a list is wanted to be made 

which the values are determined by reporters, contrary to being a series of constants, 

by using the “list” reporter. The “list” reporter accepts two other reporters, runs 

them, and reports the results as a list [Figure 12]. 

to RIA-Setup … 

  create-RIA-Academy-Places 1 [ … 

    set course-list ( list "CMPE101" … ) … 
    set course-duration- list ( list 1 … ) … 
    set course-fees-list ( list Utility-Random-Float … ) … 

    ] … 
end 

Figure 12: Sample Code for Defining Lists 

It should be noted, some commands and reporters involving lists and strings may 

take a varying number of inputs. In these cases, in order to pass them a number of 

inputs other than their default, the primitive and its inputs must be surrounded by 

parentheses. 
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Lists are singly linked lists, in other words, when software needs to find an item in 

a list, it must start at the beginning of the list and go from item to item until it finds 

the one it wants. 

The empty list is written by putting nothing between the brackets. To add an item, 

to the end of a list use the “lput” reporter; the beginning, “fput”. 

The “foreach” command is used to run a command or commands on each item in 

a list. It takes an input list and a block of commands. The variable “?” holds the 

current value from the input list [Figure 13]. 

If an entire list is wanted to be operated, some other technique may be needed to 

use such as a loop using “repeat” or “while” [Figure 13], or a recursive procedure 

which is inadvisable. 

to RIA-Visit-Academy-Places … 

  let choices [ ] 
  foreach … [ ? < [ money-level ] of RIA 0 ] … [ set choices lput … ] … 

  while [ [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 > orphanage-status-threshold and 
…] [ … ] … 
end 

Figure 13: Sample Code for Using Loops 

2.8.6 Random Numbers 

The random numbers are what are called "pseudo-random". Nonetheless, they are 

actually generated by a deterministic process. This means that the same results are 

gotten every time, if the same random seed is used. 

If the random seed is not set, it is set to a value based on the current date and time. 

If a model is wanted to run to be reproducible, the random seed must be set ahead of 

time. Therefore, there is no way to find out what random seed it chose. 
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In the context of scientific modelling, pseudo-random numbers are actually 

desirable. Because of this, a scientific experiment can be reproducible. Since pseudo-

random numbers are used, the experiments can be reproduced by others. 

In addition to the uniformly distributed random integers and floating point 

numbers generated by the “random” and “random-float” commands, other random 

distributions are also offered such as “random-normal”, “random-poisson”, “random-

exponential”, and “random-gamma” [Figure 14]. 

to-report Utility-Random-Float 

  report min-init + random-float (max-init - min-init) 
end 

to-report Utility-Random 
  report -1 ^ random (2) * Random 4 
end 

Figure 14: Sample Code for Using Random Variables 

2.8.7 Tick Counter 

In many models, time passes in discrete steps, called "ticks". A built-in tick 

counter is included so track can be kept of how many ticks have passed [Figure 15]. 

The current value of the tick counter is shown above the view. The button of settings 

can be used to hide the tick counter, or change the word "ticks" to something else. 

In code, to retrieve the current value of the tick counter, use the “ticks” reporter. 

The “tick” command advances the tick counter by 1. The “clear-all” command resets 

the tick counter to 0 [Figure 15]. If resetting the counter to 0 is wanted without 

clearing everything, use the “reset-ticks” command. If a model is set to use tick-

based updates, then the tick command will usually also update the view. 
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to Setup-all 
  clear-all … 

end 
to Run-all 
  if ticks > min-ticks […] … 

  tick … 
end 

Figure 15: Sample Code for Using Ticks Counter 

2.8.8 Plotting 

Plotting features create plots, which help to understand what's going on in a 

model. Before a plot can be plotted, one or more plots are needed to create in the 

Interface tab. Each plot should have a unique name. Its name will be used to refer in 

a code of the model. 

If there is only one plot in the model, it is possible to start plotting it right away; 

more than one plot, it should be specified which one is wanted to plot to. To do this, 

use the “set-current-plot” command with the name of the plot enclosed in double 

quotes [Figure 16]. 

When a new plot is made, it just has one pen in it. If the current plot only has one 

plot pen, then plotting to it can be started right away. However, multiple pens can 

also be used in a plot. Additional pens can be created by editing the plot and using 

the controls in the section of plot pens at the bottom of the edit dialog. Each pen 

should have a unique name. Its name will be used to refer to it in the code. For a plot 

with multiple pens, a pen has to be specified to plot. If a pen is not specified, plotting 

will take place with the first pen in the plot. To plot with a different pen, use the “set-

current-plot-pen” command with the name of the pen enclosed in double quotes. 

With “plot” the y value wanted plotted, should only be specified [Figure 16]. The 

x value will automatically be 0 for the first point, 1 for the second, and so on, if 

"interval" of the plot pen is the default value of 1. The interval can be changed. 
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to RIA-Plot … 
  ask RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 [ 

    set-current-plot "RIA-Orphanage-Place" 
    set-current-plot-pen "status" 
    plot status * 100 

    ] … 
end 

Figure 16: Sample Code for Plotting Quantisation 

2.8.9 Strings 

To input a constant string, surround it with double quotes. The empty string is 

written by putting nothing between the quotes, like "". A few primitives are specific 

to strings, such as “substring”, and “word” [Figure 17]. 

to Run-all 
  if ticks > min-ticks [ ... 

    let dateandtime ( word remove ":" substring date-and-time 0 5 remove "-" 
remove " " substring date-and-time 13 27) ... 

  ]... 
end 

Figure 17: Sample Code for Using Strings 

2.8.10 Output 

This part is about output to the screen. Output to the screen can also be later saved 

to a file using the “export-interface”, “export-output” and “export-world” command. 

The basic commands for generating output to the screen are the “print”, “show”, 

“type”, and “write” commands. These commands send their output to the Command 

Centre [Figure 18]. 

A NetLogo model may optionally have an "output area" in its Interface tab, 

separate from the Command Centre. To send output there instead of the Command 

Centre, use the “output-print”, “output-show’, “output-type”, and “output-write” 

commands. 
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to Run-all 
  if ticks > min-ticks [ 

    let dateandtime … 
    export-interface (word dateandtime " Interface.png") 
    export-output (word dateandtime " Output.txt") 

    export-plot "RIA-Orphanage-Place" (word  dateandtime " RIA-OS.csv") 
    export-plot "RIA-Properties" (word dateandtime " RIA-Properties.csv") 

    export-plot "EIA-Orphanage-Place" (word dateandtime " EIA-OS.csv") 
    export-plot "EIA-Properties" (word dateandtime " EIA-Properties.csv") 
    export-world (word dateandtime " World.csv") 

    stop 
  ] 

  RIA-Run 
  EIA-Run 
  tick 

  print "--------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
end … 

to RIA-Track … 
  ask RIA 0 [ … 
    type " RIA OS: " type precision [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 2 … 

    ] 
end 

Figure 18: Sample Code for Exporting Output 
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Chapter 3 

3 THE PROPOSED WORK 

Regarding the potential roles of artificial agents [31], as mentioned in basic 

explanations, the role of emotions in agent-based modelling and the control of 

emotionally intelligent agents are studied by using a simple multi-agent system. 

EBDI is selected for emotional architecture and is based on the OCC cognitive 

appraisal model. Furthermore, the triple tower model [43] is used as a general 

conceptual model for the agents with some extension, which deal with the 

“Perceptron and Evaluation” and the “Rational and Emotional Reasoning” 

mechanisms due to be increasing the performance and decreasing the run-time 

[Figure 19]. Concerning the acting environment, it is observable, stochastic (non-

deterministic), sequential (non-episodic), dynamic, discrete and single-agent. 

Agent
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Action and 
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Figure 19: Generalized Conceptual Model of Agents 
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3.1 Orphanage Care Problem 

The orphanage care problem [28] is selected as a test case and NetLogo, a 

computer based modelling tool, is selected as a simulation environment. Two various 

goal-based intelligent agents have been equipped with rational and emotional 

behaviour separately. These agents have been titled Rational Intelligent Agent (RIA) 

and Emotional Intelligent Agent (EIA). The environment is divided into two regions. 

Entities in both regions are identical and thus behave in the same manner. Each agent 

has an orphanage, a workplace, an academy place, and a social club [Figure 20], 

which they are objectives. 

The parameters and objects of the above described as simulation environment are 

parts of a realistic multi-objective scenario in which the two agents, RIA and EIA 

mentioned previously, act to achieve their goals. All parameter values are normalized 

within the interval between zero and one. The main goal of each agent is to keep 

status of orphanage above a predefined threshold level. 

To achieve the main goal, agent should spend money on the orphanage; or go to, 

and work in. This depends on its money level. Thus it should go to the workplace to 

earn money. In addition, it needs a working capacity to work in the orphanage or 

workplace. For this reason, it should go to the academy place to improve its level as 

well as knowledge capacity, and study their available courses. Additionally, it needs 

to increase its social capacity to be a companionable agent. Accordingly, it should go 

to the social club to enhance its level besides working, and learn social skills. The 

academy place and social club need expenses which cost money. 
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Figure 20: The Environment 

3.2 Agent-Based Model 

To realise the main goal, the agent should go to the orphanage place and work in 

it. Taking care of the orphanage depends on the working capacity of agent and its 

threshold. The agent should spend money on the orphanage. Supporting the 

orphanage financially depends on the money level of the agent and its threshold. To 

keep the money level from decreasing to nothing, the agent needs to find work to 

earn money and needs the time to finish it. The amount of salary and time for doing a 

job is offered by the workplace. The time should not be spent completely to gain a 
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benefit, and it may be partial. Probably, this situation would occur when the status of 

the orphanage becomes less than its threshold. 

Working capacity can be improved at the academy place and social club. The 

agent should go to the academy place to improve its knowledge capacity, thus 

improving its money level and studying their offered courses. Each available course 

requires a fee and enough time to finish its course. The expense is taken in advance 

and the time should be spent completely to gain a benefit; otherwise there is no 

improvement in working and knowledge capacity. Probably, this situation would 

occur when the status of the orphanage becomes less than its threshold. The “course-

list” (ACL), “course-duration-list” (ACDL), “course-fee-list” (ACFL), “knowledge-

capacity-gained-list” (AKCGL), and “working-capacity-gained-list” (AKCGL) 

values are offered by the academy and are randomly selected. Furthermore, the agent 

should go to the social club to improve its social capacity, thus improving its money 

level and joining in the offered activities. Each available activity requires a fee and 

time spent at the social club to complete its activity. The expense is taken in advance 

and the time should not be spent completely to gain a benefit, and it may be partial. 

Probably, this situation would occur when the status of the orphanage becomes less 

than its threshold. The “activity-list” (SAL), “activity-duration-list” (SADL), 

“activity-fee-list” (SAFL), “social-capacity-gained-list” (SSCGL), and “working-

capacity-gained-list” (SWCGL) values are offered by the social club and are 

randomly selected. 

In the agent-based model used in the simulations, agents RIA and EIA and other 

environmental objects have several attributes in their representations such that values 

of these attributes at any time are used in decision making procedures of the agents. 

Most of these attributes have dynamically changing values which are continuously 
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updated at every tick. Updates are by decrements due to decaying and by increments 

due to participation of agents to various activities, which make the problem a 

realistic and challenging one. The attributes and their default values associated with 

RIA and EIA are illustrated [Table 2]. Similarly, the attributes and their default 

values associated with the four environmental objects mentioned above are 

illustrated [Table 3]. Values of these attributes are actually the sensory information 

for RIA and EIA, which are used to generate the next goal-based action to follow. 

Status of orphanage is a dynamic parameter that decreases by a predefined factor, 

“orphanage-status-decay-factor” (OSDF), at every execution step of the simulation, 

which is named as the tick. Additionally, each capacity of the agents is adjustable. 

Table 2: Attributes, Default Values, and Aliases associated with RIA and EIA. 

Type (Agent) Attributes (default value), Alias 

Goals (RIA and EIA) 

previous-goal (“”) 

selected-goal (“”) 

current-goal (“”) 

Agent Status (RIA and EIA) 

money-level (random setting), ML 

working-capacity (random setting), WC 

knowledge-capacity (random setting), KC 

social-capacity (random setting), SC 

Emotion Aspects (EIA) event-based-emotions (0) 
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Table 3: Attributes associated with Environment Objects. 

Object Attributes (default value), Alias 

Orphanage status (its threshold), OS 

Work 

offering-job (random setting), WOJ 

offering-salary (random setting), WOS 

job-duration (random setting), WJD 

capacity-required (predefined), WCR 

Work Emotional Relation (EIA) 

attraction-emotions : Job liking, disliking 
(random setting), WAE1 

attribution-emotions : Agents approving, 

disapproving (random setting), WAE2 

Academy 

course-list (random setting), ACL 

course-duration- list (random setting), ACDL 

course-fees-list (random setting), ACFL 

knowledge-capacity-gained- list (random 

setting), AKCGL 

working-capacity-gained- list (random 
setting), AWCGL 

Academy Emotional Relation 

(EIA) 

attraction-emotions : Course liking, 
disliking (random setting), AAE1 

attribution-emotions : Agents approving, 
disapproving (random setting), AAE2 
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Object Attributes (default value), Alias 

Social Club 

activity- list (random setting), SAL 

activity-duration-list (random setting), 

SADL 

activity-fees- list (random setting), SAFL 

social-capacity-gained- list (random setting), 
SSCGL 

working-capacity-gained- list (random 

setting), SWCGL 

Social Club Emotional Relation 

(EIA) 

attraction-emotions : Activity liking, 
disliking (random setting), SAE1 

attribution-emotions : Agents approving, 

disapproving (random setting) , SAE2 

 
The performance measurements are shown by graphs in the simulation 

environment [Figure 29] [Figure 30] and are written as a comma-separated values 

(CSV) file in the same directory of simulation file. It is a simple text format for a 

database. Each record in the database is one line of the text file. Each field value of a 

record is separated from the next with a comma like “a,b,c” or “1,2,3,”. 

Implementations of CSV can often handle field values with embedded line breaks or 

separator characters by using quotation marks or escape sequences. CSV is a simple 

file format which is widely supported; thus it is usually used to move tabular data 

between various computer programs, which support the format. 
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3.3 Emotion Parameters 

The event-based emotion [Table 2] is influenced by existing values of the status 

of the orphanage, the money level, the work capacity, the knowledge capacity and 

the social capacity. It also identifies the work in the orphanage place as an action. 

The attribution emotions [Table 3] are being affected by the degree to which 

objects generally take actions upholding standards, particularly those the agent has to 

interact specifically with them. 

The attraction emotions [Table 3] follow the same lines as the attribution emotion, 

although with the liking/disliking of objects rather than the degree to which objects 

take actions in order for upholding standards. 

The threshold values of the objects are adjusted with the value parameter by a 

modeller. The attitudes of the objects are calculated randomly at all steps of the 

simulation with an exception for orphanage liking, as is constantly a positive value, 

along with the standards used by the objects within the value parameters. 

3.4 Agent Processes 

The main agent receives its initial states of memory and other initial parameters 

from the environment and goals are scanned by using attributes of objects. An 

appropriate goal is considered more seriously than fewer likely goals and the 

decision to take a relevant action is made. The reasoning and executing are essential 

parts of the thinking mechanism of the agent as it is mentioned. 

3.4.1 Setup Procedure 

The properties of each agent are initialized, for the agents, the money level, 

working, knowledge, and social capacities, for the orphanage place the status, for the 

workplace, offering job, offering salary and job, for the academy, course list, course 

duration list, course fees’ list, knowledge capacity gained list and working capacity 
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gained list, for the social club, activity list, activity duration list, activity fees’ list, 

social capacity gained list and working capacity gained list are set randomly. 

3.4.2 Run Procedure 

A selected goal is set by reasoning procedure, and then the selected goal is visited 

by the agent. 

3.4.3 Reasoning Procedure 

a) If the status of the orphanage (OS) is less than its threshold (OST), the agent 

checks the money level (ML). If the money level minus its threshold (MLT) is less 

than the money level smooth factor (MLSF), its selected goal (SG) becomes working 

in the orphanage place; otherwise it needs to pay money to increase status of the 

orphanage. The value of the orphanage payment (OP) is calculated by equation (1), 

then it is decreased from the money level, and it is added to status of the orphanage. 

Then, it goes to reasoning again. [Figure 22] 

OP = OST - OS + random-float (ML - MLT - MLSF) / (10 ^ ceiling log (ML - MLT 

- MLSF) 10) (1) 

If the status of the orphanage is greater than its threshold, the agent checks the 

money level. If the money level is less than its threshold, its selected goal becomes 

work; otherwise it checks the knowledge capacity and social capacity. [Figure 22] 
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YES

YES

NO

YES

SG = Orphanage

SG = Work

NO

OS < OST

ML < MLT

ML - MLT < MLSF

START

Calculate OP

ML = ML - OP

OS = OS + OP

3.4.4.a

NO

3.4.4.b

3.4.3.b

 

Figure 21: Reasoning associated with the OS Selection 

b) If the knowledge capacity minus its threshold (KCT) is less than the social 

capacity minus its threshold (SCT), the agent checks the knowledge capacity and 

money level. If the knowledge capacity is less than its threshold and the money level 

is greater than the minimum needed expenses’ list (NEL) for the academy, its 

selected goal becomes academy; otherwise it checks the social capacity and money 

level. If the social capacity is less than its threshold and the money level is greater 
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than the minimum needed expenses’ list for social, its selected goal becomes social; 

otherwise its selected goal becomes work. [Figure 22] 

YES

NOYES

NOYES

SG = Academy

SG = Social SG = Work

KC - KCT < SC - SCT

KC < KCT and

ML > min Academy NEL

SC < SCT and

ML > min Social NEL

3.4.4.d 3.4.4.b

3.4.4.c

3.4.3.b

3.4.3.c

NO

 

Figure 22: Reasoning associated with the KC and SC Selection 

c) If the knowledge capacity minus its threshold is greater than the social capacity 

minus its threshold, the agent checks the social capacity and money level. If the 

social capacity is less than its threshold and the money level is greater than the 

minimum needed expenses’ list for social, its selected goal becomes social; 

otherwise it checks the knowledge capacity and money level. If the knowledge 

capacity is less than its threshold and the money level is greater than the minimum 

needed expenses’ list for academy, its selected goal becomes academy; otherwise its 

selected goal becomes work. [Figure 23] 
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YES NO

NOYES

SG = Social

SG = Academy SG = Work

SC < SCT and

ML > min Social NEL

KC < KCT and

ML > min Academy NEL

3.4.4.d

3.4.4.c 3.4.4.b

3.4.3.c

 

Figure 23: Reasoning associated with the SC and KC Selection 

It should be noted, the fundamental difference between RIA and EIA is in the 

decision making related to the academy place and the social club. RIA acts based on 

the difference between current values and their associated with thresholds only 

[ Appendix A: Source Code, Line 248, RIA-Reasoning-Rules]. Nevertheless, EIA 

selects the most affordable activities among the most attractive ones [ Appendix A: 

Source Code, Line 764, EIA-Reasoning-Rules]. That is, EIA has preferential options 

among the available choices, which are unlike to RIA for which rationality is the 

only concern in action selection. 

3.4.4 Meeting Objectives 

a) If the agent visits the orphanage place, it works there while the status of the 

orphanage is less than its threshold. The value of the status of the orphanage is 

calculated by the equation (2). [Figure 24] 

OS = OS + OSDF + Utility-Random-Float * OS (2) 
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OS = OS + OSDF + Utility-Random-Float * OS

YES

NO

3.4.4.a

OS < OST START

 

Figure 24: Orphanage Procedure associated with the OS Addition 

b) If the agent visits the workplace, it works there while the status of the 

orphanage is greater than its threshold and the completion of work. The value of the 

money level is calculated by equation (3). [Figure 25] 

ML = ML + WOS / WJD + Utility-Random-Float * WC + Utility-Random-Float * 

KC + Utility-Random-Float * SC (3) 

WD = WD + 1

ML = ML + OSD

+ Utility-Random-Float * WC

+ Utility-Random-Float * KC

+ Utility-Random-Float * SC

YES

NO

WD = 0

OSD = WOS / WJD

3.4.4.b

OS > OST and

WJD > WD
START

 

Figure 25: Work Procedure associated with the ML Addition 
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c) If the agent visits the academy, it selects one of the affordable courses and 

attends while the status of the orphanage is greater than its threshold and the 

completion of the course. The value of the knowledge capacity and working capacity 

is increased with the completion of the course. The value of the knowledge capacity 

is calculated by equation (4) and the value of the working capacity is calculated by 

equation (5). [Figure 26] 

KC = KC + item random-selection AKCGL (4) 

WC = WC + item random-selection AWCGL (5) 

d) If the agent visits the social club, it selects one of the affordable activities and 

attends while the status of the orphanage is greater than its threshold and the 

completion of the activity. The value of the social capacity and working capacity is 

increased in each step. The value of the social capacity is calculated by equation (6) 

and the value of the working capacity is calculated by equation (7). [Figure 27] 

SC = SC + item random-selection SSCGL / item random-selection SADL (6) 

WC = WC + item random-selection SWCGL / item random-selection SADL (7) 

It should be noted, another fundamental difference between RIA and EIA is the 

increase in the values of properties. A property is increased by a factor of its 

attribution. The new value is calculated by equation (8). 

value = value * (1 + [attribution-emotions] of EIA * emotions-efficiency) (8) 
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YES NO

YES

NO

YES
NO

3.4.4.c

foreach item in ACFL < 

ML

KC = KC + item random-selection AKCGL

WK = WK + item random-selection AWCGL
START

RS = one-of CS

CD = 0

ML = ML - item random-selection ACFL

OS > OST and

item random-selection 

ACDL > CD

CD = CD + 1
CD = item random-

selection ACDL

CS = lput position item ACFL CS

CS = [ ]

 

Figure 26: Academy Procedure associated with the KC and WC Addition 
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YES NO

YES
NO

3.4.4.d

CS = [ ]

foreach item in SAFL < 

ML

CS = lput position item SAFL CS

RS = one-of CS

AD = 0

SCD = SCD + item random-selection SSCGL / item random-selection SADL

WKD = item random-selection SWCGL / item random-selection SADL

ML = ML - item random-selection SAFL

OS > OST and

item random-selection 

SADL > AD

START

AD = AD + 1

SC = SC + SCD

WC = WC + WCD

 

Figure 27: Social Procedure associated with the SC and WC Addition 
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Chapter 4 

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS 

The goal of experimental evaluations, through NetLogo simulations, for the 

proposed work, is to demonstrate the effectiveness of artificial emotions on goal-

based agent behaviour when it acts within a multi-objective framework with limited 

resources. 

The model variables describing the simulation environment are shown [Figure 

28]. Experimental results presented below correspond to the average of ten runs and 

as a consequence to the presence of a unified module for perception and reasoning. 

Evaluation of each of them takes a short period of time even for a large number of 

ticks, for example, 1000 ticks take 11 seconds. It should be noted, the use of the 

modified triple tower model, one module for perceptron and reasoning modules, also 

is another factor of keeping the simulation time within reasonably small bounds. The 

user-friendly simulation interface makes it possible to enable, disable, increase or 

decrease specific parameters of the agents and the environment to observe their 

online and/or offline effects [Figure 28]. The parameter values, which used in the last 

experimental simulation and the presented results are obtained, are shown [Figure 

28]. 
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Figure 28: The Variables of the Model and the World 

Successes of RIA and EIA are compared head to head over their associated with 

performance graphs, attributes in real time, for each objective [Figure 29] [Figure 30] 

under consideration, instead of comparing them after separate simulations. They try 

to improve their status, because of their decaying over time and threshold, by 

attending to a place associated with improving that status. They increase status of the 

orphanage by working in the orphanage place or paying money to, based on the 

comparison between the money level and its threshold. They increase the money 

level by attending to workplace with respect to status of the orphanage is more than 

its threshold. They increase knowledge and working capacity by attending to the 

academy with respect to status of the orphanage is more than its threshold and 

completion of the affordable course duration. They increase social and working 

capacity by attending to the social club with respect to status of the orphanage is 
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more than its threshold and selecting an affordable activity. Therefore, status of the 

orphanage is significantly more important than any other status, thus if the status of 

the orphanage is becoming less than its threshold, the agent leaves the current 

objective and tries to improve. 

 

Figure 29: Line-chart Representation of the Statuses of the RIA in the Short and 
Long Run 
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Figure 30: Line-chart Representation of the Statuses of the EIA in the Short and 
Long Run 

The emotional behaviours of EIA towards the orphanage place, the workplace, the 

academy place, and the social club are represented as bar charts [Figure 31], which 

the emotional intensification of EIA is represented as +3 for liking (or approving), -3 

for disliking (or disapproving), and 0 for neutral. The attraction emotions are used in 

reasoning phase to select the highest attractive activity between affordable offered 

courses in the academy place and affordable activities of the social club, which are 

then intensified by the associated with attribution emotion in meeting the objectives. 
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Figure 31: Bar-chart Representation for Emotional Behaviours of the EIA in the 
Short and Long Run 

It should be noted, there are some possible selections for the attraction and 

attribution emotions, for example, positive attractions and negative attributions like 

drinking alcoholics or smoking, and negative attractions when the money level of the 

agent is less than the fee of other positive attractions. 

Since the status of the agents has a lot of fluctuations [Figure 29] [Figure 30] 

during simulation, caused by simulation environment configuration; the average 

running of them is represented [Figure 32] [Figure 33] and the changes become 

clearer. 

The experimental results presented in [Figure 32] to [Figure 38] clearly illustrate 

the effectiveness of using rational with emotional in contrast to rational reasoning. 

The overall performance of RIA for five objectives under considerations is shown 

[Figure 32]. It is clearly seen RIA keep all objectives around their thresholds and 
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cannot improve them further. Nonetheless, as illustrated [Figure 33], EIA performs 

better than RIA in the sense of all objective values is not only kept above their 

thresholds; moreover, they are increasing steadily as the simulation proceeds. The 

separate tick-based achievement graphs for each individual objective are presented 

[Figure 34] to [Figure 38]. On each of these graphs, one can easily compare 

successes of RIA and EIA for a particular objective. Clearly, that EIA outperforms 

RIA in all objectives under considerations. 

 

Figure 32: The Average Run of the Statuses of the RIA in the Short Run 

 

Figure 33: The Average Run of the Statuses of the EIA in the Short Run 
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There is a significant increase with a fluctuation in the OS of EIA from 0.50 to 

0.68 between 0 and 500 ticks. Then, there is a noticeable decrease in the amount 

from 0.68 to 0.65 between 500 and 2000 ticks. The quantity of the OS is increasing 

gradually from 0.65 to 0.68 between 2000 and 10000 ticks. On the other hand, the 

amount of the OS being controlled by RIA is decreasing slightly from 0.60 to 0.58 all 

the time. [Figure 34] 

 

Figure 34: The Comparison of the OS of the RIA and EIA in the Long Run 

Despite the fact that the ML which is made by EIA is unpredictable; it fluctuates 

around 1.75. In contrast, The ML of RIA is decreasing almost unnoticeable from 

0.55 by 0.05 at all times. [Figure 35] 
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Figure 35: The Comparison of ML of the RIA and EIA in the Long Run 

The WC of EIA is showing an impressive growth of 0.45 between 0 and 1000 

ticks. Subsequently, it illustrates a slight decrease to 0.61 by the end of the 

simulation time. By contrast, the WC of RIA is climbing steeply to 0.55 before 

falling slightly to 0.50 in 500 ticks. [Figure 36] 

 

Figure 36: The Comparison of the WC of the RIA and EIA in the Long Run 
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KC of RIA is fluctuating at the first, it is decreasing slightly to 0.3 at the end. [Figure 

37] 

 

Figure 37: The Comparison of the KC of the RIA and EIA in the Long Run 

The SC of EIA is climbing steeply to 0.65 before falling slightly to 0.62 in 1000 

ticks. While, the SC of RIA is rising dramatically to 0.55 before decreasing slightly 

to 0.50 in 1000 ticks in the time of simulation. [Figure 38] 

 

Figure 38: The Comparison of the SC of the RIA and EIA in the Long Run 
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Chapter 5 

5 CONCLUSION 

This study explains the modelling of artificial emotions based on agents, which 

emotional behaviours are modelled using emotional systems and a small subset of 

potential roles in artificial agents (selection, alarm mechanisms, goal management 

and strategic processing). It is implemented by computer based modelling NetLogo 

based on EBDI. The performance test environment is observable, stochastic (non-

deterministic), sequential (non-episodic), dynamic, discrete and multi-agent. An 

orphanage care problem with more realistic multi-objective environment simulation 

is selected as a test environment and agents perform head to head in a real time 

simulation to compare their performance easily. 

Moreover, this study presents a comparative analysis of emotional reasoning 

coupled with rationality, and rationality based decision making alone. It also uses 

commonly accepted representations for agents and provably efficient tools for 

simulations. The main distinction of the presented approach from the existing studies 

is its multi-objective realistic environment that is mostly compatible with real-life 

applications. 

The simulations are conducted several times with the same experimental settings 

to get the comparable performances of RIA and EIA. EIA outperforms RIA for all 

the objectives under consideration as illustrated in the above section, which clearly 

shows the effectiveness of emotional behaviour when it is combined with rationality, 

compared to rationality applied alone. 
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The results of this study demonstrate which artificial emotions are applicable in 

agents. However, due to the very various mechanisms in implementing functions in 

agents, the benefits of emotions existing in humans are not easily translated to 

agents. It is tried to find more advanced modelling for the artificial emotions 

mechanisms and new scenarios and implement them in various applications. It is 

confided which artificial emotions can be very beneficial to the development of 

agents and hence to many applications in information technology. 
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Appendix A: Source Code 

 

;==========================================================; 1 
;                                                          ; 2 

;                     Common Sections                      ; 3 
;                                                          ; 4 
;==========================================================; 5 

 6 
globals [ 7 

  EIA-Academy-Place-random-selection 8 
  EIA-Social-Place-random-selection 9 
] 10 

 11 
;======================================; 12 

;       Application Setup and Run      ; 13 
;               Section                ; 14 
;======================================; 15 

 16 
to Setup-all 17 

  clear-all 18 
  RIA-Setup 19 
  EIA-Setup 20 

end 21 
 22 

;======================================; 23 
;       Application Setup and Run      ; 24 
;               Section                ; 25 

;======================================; 26 
 27 

to Run-all 28 
  if ticks > min-ticks [ 29 
    let dateandtime ( word remove ":" substring date-and-time 0 5 remove "-" remove 30 

" " substring date-and-time 13 27) 31 
    export-interface (word dateandtime " Interface.png") 32 

    export-output (word dateandtime " Output.txt") 33 
    export-plot "RIA-Orphanage-Place" (word  dateandtime " RIA-OS.csv") 34 
    export-plot "RIA-Properties" (word dateandtime " RIA-Properties.csv") 35 

    export-plot "EIA-Orphanage-Place" (word dateandtime " EIA-OS.csv") 36 
    export-plot "EIA-Properties" (word dateandtime " EIA-Properties.csv") 37 

    export-world (word dateandtime " World.csv") 38 
    stop 39 
  ] 40 

  RIA-Run 41 
  EIA-Run 42 

  tick 43 
  print "--------------------------------------------------------------------------------" 44 
end 45 

 46 
;======================================; 47 
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;          Utility procedures          ; 48 
;               Section                ; 49 
;======================================; 50 

 51 
to-report Utility-Random-Float 52 

  report min-init + random-float (max-init - min-init) 53 
end 54 
 55 

to-report Utility-Random 56 
  report -1 ^ random (2) * Random 4 57 

end 58 
 59 
;==========================================================; 60 

;                                                          ; 61 
;              Regular Intelligent Agent (RIA)             ; 62 

;                         Sections                         ; 63 
;                                                          ; 64 
;==========================================================; 65 

 66 
 67 

;======================================; 68 
;    Regular Intelligent Agent (RIA)   ; 69 
;          Definition Section          ; 70 

;======================================; 71 
 72 
breed [RIAs RIA] 73 

RIAs-own [ 74 
  ;Goals 75 

  previous-goal 76 
  current-goal 77 
  selected-goal 78 

 79 
  ;Agent Performance Measures 80 

  money-level 81 
  working-capacity 82 
  knowledge-capacity 83 

  social-capacity 84 
  ] 85 

 86 
breed [RIA-Orphanage-Places RIA-Orphanage-Place] 87 
RIA-Orphanage-Places-own [ 88 

  status ; Healthy , Not healthy (random setting) 89 
  ] 90 

 91 
breed [RIA-Work-Places RIA-Work-Place] 92 
RIA-Work-Places-own [ 93 

  offering-job ; (random setting) 94 
  offering-salary ; (random setting) 95 

  job-duration ; (random setting) 96 
  ] 97 
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 98 
breed [RIA-Academy-Places RIA-Academy-Place]  99 
RIA-Academy-Places-own [ 100 

  course-list ; (random setting) 101 
  course-duration- list ; (random setting) 102 

  course-fees-list ; (random setting) 103 
  knowledge-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 104 
  working-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 105 

  ] 106 
 107 

breed [RIA-Social-Places RIA-Social-Place] ; Related to Emotional relation 108 
RIA-Social-Places-own [ 109 
  activity- list ; (random setting) 110 

  activity-duration-list ; (random setting) 111 
  activity-fees- list ; (random setting) 112 

  social-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 113 
  working-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 114 
  ] 115 

 116 
;======================================; 117 

;               RIA Setup              ; 118 
;               Section                ; 119 
;======================================; 120 

 121 
to RIA-Setup 122 
  ask patches [ 123 

    set pcolor gray 124 
    ] 125 

  create-RIAs 1 [ 126 
    set color black 127 
    set shape "person" 128 

    set size 3 129 
    setxy 0 10 130 

    set label "RIA Agent" 131 
    set label-color white 132 
    set money-level Utility-Random-Float ;money-level-threshold 133 

    set working-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;working-capacity-threshold 134 
    set knowledge-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;knowledge-capacity-threshold 135 

    set social-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;social-capacity-threshold 136 
    ] 137 
  create-RIA-Orphanage-Places 1 [ 138 

    set color black 139 
    set shape "house" 140 

    set size 3 141 
    setxy -20 2 142 
    set label "RIA Orphanage Place" 143 

    set label-color white 144 
    set status Utility-Random-Float ;orphanage-status-threshold 145 

    ] 146 
  create-RIA-Work-Places 1 [ 147 
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    set color black 148 
    set shape "factory" 149 
    set size 3 150 

    setxy 5 5 151 
    set label "RIA Work Place" 152 

    set label-color white 153 
    set offering-job "Job" 154 
    set offering-salary Utility-Random-Float 155 

    set job-duration 1 156 
    ] 157 

  create-RIA-Academy-Places 1 [ 158 
    set color black 159 
    set shape "computer workstation" 160 

    set size 3 161 
    setxy -5 5 162 

    set label "RIA Academy Place" 163 
    set label-color white 164 
    set course-list ( list "CMPE101" "CMPE201" "CMPE301" "CMPE401" 165 

"CMPE501" "CMPE601" "CMPE701" "CMPE102" "CMPE202" "CMPE302" 166 
"CMPE402" "CMPE502" "CMPE602" "CMPE702" "CMPE103" "CMPE203" 167 

"CMPE303" "CMPE403" "CMPE503" "CMPE603" "CMPE703" ) 168 
    set course-duration- list ( list 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) ; (random 169 
setting) 170 

    set course-fees-list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-171 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 172 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-173 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-174 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 175 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-176 
Float ) ; (random setting) 177 
    set knowledge-capacity-gained-list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-178 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-179 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 180 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-181 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-182 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 183 

Utility-Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 184 
    set working-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 185 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-186 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-187 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 188 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-189 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-190 

Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 191 
    ] 192 
  create-RIA-Social-Places 1 [ 193 

    set color black 194 
    set shape "food" 195 

    set size 3 196 
    setxy 20 2 197 
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    set label "RIA Social Places" 198 
    set label-color white 199 
    set activity- list ( list "A01" "A02" "A03" "A04" "A05" "A06" "A07" "A08" "A09" 200 

"A03" "A10" "A11" "A12" "A13" "A14" "A15" "A16" "A17" "A18" "A19" "A20" ) 201 
    set activity-duration- list ( list 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) ; (random 202 

setting) 203 
    set activity-fees- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-204 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 205 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-206 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-207 

Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 208 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-209 
Float ) ; (random setting) 210 

    set social-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 211 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-212 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-213 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 214 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-215 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-216 
Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 217 

    set working-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 218 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-219 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-220 

Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 221 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-222 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-223 

Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 224 
    ] 225 

end 226 
 227 
;======================================; 228 

;               RIA Run                ; 229 
;               Section                ; 230 

;======================================; 231 
 232 
to RIA-Run 233 

  ask RIA-Work-Place 2 [ 234 
    set offering-salary Utility-Random-Float 235 

    set job-duration 1 236 
  ] 237 
  RIA-Reasoning-Rules 238 

  RIA-Executing-Rules 239 
  RIA-Show-Results 240 

end 241 
 242 
;======================================; 243 

;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 244 
;        Reasoning Rules Section       ; 245 

;======================================; 246 
 247 
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to RIA-Reasoning-Rules 248 
  ask RIA 0 [ 249 
    ifelse [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 < orphanage-status-threshold 250 

    [ 251 
      ifelse money-level - money-level-threshold < money-level-smooth-factor 252 

      [ set selected-goal "Orphanage" ] 253 
      [ 254 
        let money-x money-level - money-level-threshold - money-level-smooth-factor 255 

        let orphanage-payment orphanage-status-threshold - [ status ] of RIA-256 
Orphanage-Place 1 + random-float money-x / (10 ^ ceiling log money-x 10) 257 

        set money-level money-level - orphanage-payment 258 
        ask RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 [ 259 
          set status status + orphanage-payment 260 

        ] 261 
        type ticks type " RIA OP: " print orphanage-payment 262 

        RIA-Reasoning-Rules 263 
        ] 264 
      ] 265 

    [ 266 
      ifelse money-level < money-level-threshold 267 

      [ 268 
        set selected-goal "Work" 269 
;        ifelse working-capacity > working-capacity-threshold 270 

;        [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 271 
;        [ 272 
;          ifelse knowledge-capacity - knowledge-capacity-threshold < social-capacity - 273 

social-capacity-threshold 274 
;          [ 275 

;            ifelse money-level > min [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3; and ([ 276 
status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-277 
decay-factor > min [ course-duration-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 278 

;            [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 279 
;            [ 280 

;              ifelse money-level > min [ activity-fees-list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 281 
;              [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 282 
;              [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 283 

;              ] 284 
;            ] 285 

;          [ 286 
;            ifelse money-level > min [ activity-fees-list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 287 
;            [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 288 

;            [ 289 
;              ifelse money-level > min [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3; and 290 

([ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-291 
status-decay-factor > min [ course-duration- list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 292 
;              [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 293 

;              [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 294 
;              ] 295 

;            ] 296 
;          ] 297 
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        ] 298 
      [ 299 
        ifelse knowledge-capacity - knowledge-capacity-threshold < social-capacity - 300 

social-capacity-threshold 301 
        [ 302 

          ifelse knowledge-capacity < knowledge-capacity-threshold and money-level > 303 
min [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3; and ([ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-304 
Place 1 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-decay-factor > min [ course-305 

duration-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 306 
          [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 307 

          [ 308 
            ifelse social-capacity < social-capacity-threshold and money-level > min [ 309 
activity- fees- list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 310 

            [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 311 
            [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 312 

            ] 313 
          ] 314 
        [ 315 

          ifelse social-capacity < social-capacity-threshold and money-level > min [ 316 
activity- fees- list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 317 

          [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 318 
          [ 319 
            ifelse knowledge-capacity < knowledge-capacity-threshold and money-level 320 

> min [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3; and ([ status ] of RIA-321 
Orphanage-Place 1 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-decay-factor > 322 
min [ course-duration-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 323 

            [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 324 
            [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 325 

            ] 326 
          ] 327 
        ] 328 

      ] 329 
    type ticks type " RIA-Reasoning-Rules [      ] MPG: " type previous-goal type " 330 

MCG: " type current-goal type " MSG: ->" print selected-goal 331 
    ] 332 
end 333 

 334 
;======================================; 335 

;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 336 
;        Execution Rules Section       ; 337 
;======================================; 338 

 339 
to RIA-Executing-Rules 340 

  ask RIA 0 [ 341 
    set current-goal selected-goal 342 
    type ticks type " RIA-Executing-Rules [BEFORE] MPG: " type previous-goal 343 

type " MCG: ->" type current-goal type " MSG: " print selected-goal 344 
    ] 345 

  if [ selected-goal ] of RIA 0 = "Orphanage" [ RIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places ] 346 
  if [ selected-goal ] of RIA 0 = "Work" [ RIA-Visit-Work-Places ] 347 
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  if [ selected-goal ] of RIA 0 = "Academy" [ RIA-Visit-Academy-Places ] 348 
  if [ selected-goal ] of RIA 0 = "Social" [ RIA-Visit-Social-Places ] 349 
  ask RIA 0 [ 350 

    set previous-goal current-goal 351 
    type ticks type " RIA-Executing-Rules [AFTER ] MPG: ->" type previous-goal 352 

type " MCG: " type current-goal type " MSG: " print selected-goal 353 
    ] 354 
end 355 

 356 
;======================================; 357 

;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 358 
;     Go to Orphanage Place Section    ; 359 
;======================================; 360 

 361 
to RIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places 362 

  type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places" 363 
  while [ [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 <= orphanage-status-threshold ] [ 364 
    type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places LOOP" 365 

    ask RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 [ 366 
      set status status + orphanage-status-decay-factor + Utility-Random-Float * status 367 

      ] 368 
    ] 369 
end 370 

 371 
;======================================; 372 
;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 373 

;       Go to Work Place Section       ; 374 
;======================================; 375 

 376 
to RIA-Visit-Work-Places 377 
  type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Work-Places" 378 

  let work-duration 0 379 
  let offering-salary-duration [ offering-salary ] of RIA-Work-Place 2 / [ job-duration 380 

] of RIA-Work-Place 2 381 
  while [ [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 >= orphanage-status-threshold and [ 382 
job-duration ] of RIA-Work-Place 2 > work-duration ] [ 383 

    type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Work-Places LOOP" 384 
    set work-duration work-duration + 1 385 

    ask RIA 0 [ 386 
      set money-level money-level + offering-salary-duration + Utility-Random-Float 387 
* working-capacity + Utility-Random-Float * knowledge-capacity + Utility-388 

Random-Float * social-capacity 389 
      ] 390 

  ] 391 
end 392 
 393 

;======================================; 394 
;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 395 

;      Go to Academy Place Section     ; 396 
;======================================; 397 
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 398 
to RIA-Visit-Academy-Places 399 
  type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Academy-Places" 400 

  let choices [ ] 401 
  foreach filter [ ? < [ money-level ] of RIA 0 ] [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-402 

Place 3 [set choices lput position ? [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 403 
choices] 404 
  let random-selection one-of choices 405 

  let course-duration 0 406 
  ask RIA 0 [ 407 

    set money-level money-level - item random-selection [ course-fees-list ] of RIA-408 
Academy-Place 3 409 
    ] 410 

  while [ [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 >= orphanage-status-threshold and item 411 
random-selection [ course-duration- list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 > course-duration 412 

] [ 413 
    type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Academy-Places LOOP" 414 
    set course-duration course-duration + 1 415 

    ] 416 
    if course-duration = item random-selection [ course-duration-list ] of RIA-417 

Academy-Place 3 [ 418 
    ask RIA 0 [ 419 
      set knowledge-capacity knowledge-capacity + item random-selection [ 420 

knowledge-capacity-gained- list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 421 
      set working-capacity working-capacity + item random-selection [ working-422 
capacity-gained- list ] of RIA-Academy-Place 3 423 

      ] 424 
    ] 425 

end 426 
 427 
;======================================; 428 

;         RIA Thinking Process         ; 429 
;      Go to Social Place Section      ; 430 

;======================================; 431 
 432 
to RIA-Visit-Social-Places 433 

  type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Social-Places" 434 
  let choices [ ] 435 

  foreach filter [ ? < [ money-level ] of RIA 0 ] [ activity-fees- list ] of RIA-Social-436 
Place 4 [set choices lput position ? [ activity-fees- list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 437 
choices] 438 

  let random-selection one-of choices 439 
  let activity-duration 0 440 

  let social-capacity-duration item random-selection [ social-capacity-gained-list ] of 441 
RIA-Social-Place 4 / item random-selection [ activity-duration- list ] of RIA-Social-442 
Place 4 443 

  let working-capacity-duration item random-selection [ working-capacity-gained-list 444 
] of RIA-Social-Place 4 / item random-selection [ activity-duration-list ] of RIA-445 

Social-Place 4 446 
  ask RIA 0 [ 447 
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    set money-level money-level - item random-selection [ activity- fees- list ] of RIA-448 
Social-Place 4 449 
    ] 450 

  while [ [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 >= orphanage-status-threshold and item 451 
random-selection [ activity-duration- list ] of RIA-Social-Place 4 > activity-duration ] 452 

[ 453 
    type ticks print " RIA-Visit-Social-Places LOOP" 454 
    set activity-duration activity-duration + 1 455 

    ask RIA 0 [ 456 
      set social-capacity social-capacity + social-capacity-duration 457 

      set working-capacity working-capacity + working-capacity-duration 458 
      ] 459 
    ] 460 

end 461 
 462 

;======================================; 463 
;            RIA Show Result           ; 464 
;               Sections               ; 465 

;======================================; 466 
 467 

to RIA-Show-Results 468 
  ;Plot the result 469 
  RIA-Plot 470 

  ;Track information in command center 471 
  RIA-Track 472 
  ;Since measurements variables decay over the time 473 

  RIA-Current-Capacity-Decay 474 
  ;Track information in command center 475 

  RIA-Track 476 
end 477 
 478 

to RIA-Plot 479 
  ask RIA 0 [ 480 

    set-current-plot "RIA-Properties" 481 
    set-current-plot-pen "working-capacity" 482 
    plot working-capacity * 100 483 

    set-current-plot-pen "money- level" 484 
    plot money-level * 100 485 

    set-current-plot-pen "social-capacity" 486 
    plot social-capacity * 100 487 
    set-current-plot-pen "knowledge-capacity" 488 

    plot knowledge-capacity * 100 489 
    ] 490 

  ask RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 [ 491 
    set-current-plot "RIA-Orphanage-Place" 492 
    set-current-plot-pen "status" 493 

    plot status * 100 494 
    ] 495 

end 496 
 497 
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to RIA-Current-Capacity-Decay 498 
  ask RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 [ 499 
    ;Orphanage status decay over the time 500 

    if orphanage-status-decay and [ current-goal ] of RIA 0 != "Orphanage" [ set status 501 
status -  orphanage-status-decay-factor ] 502 

    ] 503 
  ask RIA 0 [ 504 
    ;Working capacity decay over the time 505 

    if working-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Work" [ set working-capacity 506 
working-capacity -  working-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 507 

    ;Knowledge capacity decay over the time 508 
    if knowledge-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Academy" [ set knowledge-509 
capacity knowledge-capacity -  knowledge-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 510 

    ;Social capacity decay over the time 511 
    if social-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Social" [ set social-capacity social-512 

capacity -  social-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 513 
    ;money level decay over the time 514 
    if money-level-decay and current-goal != "Work" [ set money-level money-level -  515 

money-level * Utility-Random-Float ] 516 
    ] 517 

end 518 
 519 
to RIA-Track 520 

  ;Tracing values 521 
  ask RIA 0 [ 522 
    type ticks 523 

    type " RIA OS: " type precision [ status ] of RIA-Orphanage-Place 1 2 524 
    type " ML: " type precision money-level 2 525 

    type " WC: " type precision working-capacity 2 526 
    type " KC: " type precision knowledge-capacity 2 527 
    type " SC: " print precision social-capacity 2 528 

    ] 529 
end 530 

 531 
 532 
;==========================================================; 533 

;                                                          ; 534 
;             Emotional Intelligent Agent (EIA)            ; 535 

;                         Sections                         ; 536 
;                                                          ; 537 
;==========================================================; 538 

 539 
 540 

;======================================; 541 
;   Emotional Intelligent Agent (EIA)  ; 542 
;          Definition Section          ; 543 

;======================================; 544 
 545 

breed [EIAs EIA] 546 
EIAs-own [ 547 
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  ;Goals 548 
  previous-goal 549 
  current-goal 550 

  selected-goal 551 
 552 

  ;Agent Performance Measures 553 
  money-level 554 
  working-capacity 555 

  knowledge-capacity 556 
  social-capacity 557 

 558 
  ;Emotion Aspects 559 
  ;emotional-polarity   ; (positive or negative for the reaction that originated the 560 

emotion) Causing emotional reactions 561 
  event-based-emotions ; pleased/displeased reactions to events 562 

  ] 563 
 564 
breed [EIA-Orphanage-Places EIA-Orphanage-Place] 565 

EIA-Orphanage-Places-own [ 566 
  status ; Healthy , Not healthy (random setting) 567 

  ] 568 
 569 
breed [EIA-Work-Places EIA-Work-Place] 570 

EIA-Work-Places-own [ 571 
  offering-job ; (random setting) 572 
  offering-salary ; (random setting) 573 

  job-duration ; (random setting) 574 
  attraction-emotions ; Job liking, disliking (random setting) 575 

  attribution-emotions ; Agents approving, disapproving (random setting) 576 
  ] 577 
 578 

breed [EIA-Academy-Places EIA-Academy-Place] 579 
EIA-Academy-Places-own [ 580 

  course-list ; (random setting) 581 
  course-duration- list ; (random setting) 582 
  course-fees-list ; (random setting) 583 

  knowledge-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 584 
  working-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 585 

  attraction-emotions ; Course liking, disliking (random setting) 586 
  attribution-emotions ; Agents approving, disapproving (random setting) 587 
  ] 588 

 589 
breed [EIA-Social-Places EIA-Social-Place] ; Related to Emotional relation 590 

EIA-Social-Places-own [ 591 
  activity- list ; (random setting) 592 
  activity-duration-list ; (random setting) 593 

  activity-fees- list ; (random setting) 594 
  social-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 595 

  working-capacity-gained- list ; (random setting) 596 
  attraction-emotions ; Activity liking, disliking (random setting) 597 
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  attribution-Emotions ; Agents approving, disapproving (random setting) 598 
  ] 599 
 600 

;======================================; 601 
;               EIA Setup              ; 602 

;               Section                ; 603 
;======================================; 604 
 605 

to EIA-Setup 606 
  create-EIAs 1 [ 607 

    set color white 608 
    set shape "person" 609 
    set size 3 610 

    setxy 0 -10 611 
    set label "EIA Agent" 612 

    set label-color black 613 
    set money-level Utility-Random-Float ;money-level-threshold 614 
    set working-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;working-capacity-threshold 615 

    set knowledge-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;knowledge-capacity-threshold 616 
    set social-capacity Utility-Random-Float ;social-capacity-threshold 617 

    set event-based-emotions 0; 618 
    ] 619 
  create-EIA-Orphanage-Places 1 [ 620 

    set color white 621 
    set shape "house" 622 
    set size 3 623 

    setxy -20 -2 624 
    set label "EIA Orphanage Place" 625 

    set label-color black 626 
    set status Utility-Random-Float ;orphanage-status-threshold 627 
    ] 628 

  create-EIA-Work-Places 1 [ 629 
    set color white 630 

    set shape "factory" 631 
    set size 3 632 
    setxy 5 -5 633 

    set label "EIA Work Places" 634 
    set label-color black 635 

    set offering-job "Job" 636 
    set offering-salary Utility-Random-Float 637 
    set job-duration 1 638 

    set attraction-emotions Utility-Random 639 
    set attribution-emotions Utility-Random 640 

    ] 641 
  create-EIA-Academy-Places 1 [ 642 
    set color white 643 

    set shape "computer workstation" 644 
    set size 3 645 

    setxy -5 -5 646 
    set label "EIA Academy Places" 647 
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    set label-color black 648 
    set course-list ( list "CMPE101" "CMPE201" "CMPE301" "CMPE401" 649 
"CMPE501" "CMPE601" "CMPE701" "CMPE102" "CMPE202" "CMPE302" 650 

"CMPE402" "CMPE502" "CMPE602" "CMPE702" "CMPE103" "CMPE203" 651 
"CMPE303" "CMPE403" "CMPE503" "CMPE603" "CMPE703" ) 652 

    set course-duration- list ( list 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) ; (random 653 
setting) 654 
    set course-fees-list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-655 

Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 656 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-657 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-658 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 659 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-660 

Float ) ; (random setting) 661 
    set knowledge-capacity-gained-list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-662 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-663 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 664 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-665 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-666 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 667 

Utility-Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 668 
    set working-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 669 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-670 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-671 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 672 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-673 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-674 
Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 675 

    set attraction-emotions ( list Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 676 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 677 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 678 

Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 679 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random ) ; (random setting) 680 

    set attribution-emotions ( list Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 681 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 682 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 683 

Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 684 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random ) ; (random setting) 685 

    ] 686 
  create-EIA-Social-Places 1 [ 687 
    set color white 688 

    set shape "food" 689 
    set size 3 690 

    setxy 20 -2 691 
    set label "EIA Social Places" 692 
    set label-color black 693 

    set activity- list ( list"A01" "A02" "A03" "A04" "A05" "A06" "A07" "A08" "A09" 694 
"A03" "A10" "A11" "A12" "A13" "A14" "A15" "A16" "A17" "A18" "A19" "A20" ) 695 

    set activity-duration- list ( list 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) ; (random 696 
setting) 697 
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    set activity-fees- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-698 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 699 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-700 

Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-701 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 702 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-703 
Float ) ; (random setting) 704 
    set social-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 705 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-706 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-707 

Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 708 
Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-709 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-710 

Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 711 
    set working-capacity-gained- list ( list Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 712 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-713 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-714 
Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float 715 

Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-716 
Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-Random-Float Utility-717 

Random-Float ) ; (random setting) 718 
    set attraction-emotions ( list Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 719 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 720 

Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 721 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 722 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random ) ; (random setting) 723 

    set attribution-emotions ( list Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 724 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 725 

Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 726 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random 727 
Utility-Random Utility-Random Utility-Random ) ; (random setting) 728 

    ] 729 
end 730 

 731 
;======================================; 732 
;               EIA Run                ; 733 

;               Section                ; 734 
;======================================; 735 

 736 
to EIA-Run 737 
  ask EIA-Work-Place 7 [ 738 

    set offering-salary Utility-Random-Float 739 
    set job-duration 1 740 

    set attraction-emotions Utility-Random 741 
    set attribution-emotions Utility-Random 742 
  ] 743 

  EIA-Reasoning-Rules 744 
  ask EIA 5 [ 745 

    ifelse [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 < 0 746 
    [ set event-based-emotions 3 ] 747 
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    [ 748 
      ifelse 1 < [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 749 
      [ set event-based-emotions -3 ] 750 

      [ set event-based-emotions round (1 - [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 / 751 
orphanage-status-threshold) * 3 ] 752 

      ] 753 
  ] 754 
  EIA-Executing-Rules 755 

  EIA-Show-Results 756 
end 757 

 758 
;======================================; 759 
;         EIA Thinking Process         ; 760 

;        Reasoning Rules Section       ; 761 
;======================================; 762 

 763 
to EIA-Reasoning-Rules 764 
  let is-social-attraction false 765 

  let is-social-expenses-need false 766 
  let is-social-attribution false 767 

  ;====================================== 768 
  ;select the most attractive activity 769 
  let decision-attraction max [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 770 

  if decision-attraction <= max [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 [ 771 
    set decision-attraction max [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 772 
    set is-social-attraction true 773 

    ;====================================== 774 
    ;select the lowest expenses need activity amoung up 775 

    let decision-expenses-need 1 776 
    foreach [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 [ 777 
      if decision-attraction = item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 778 

and item ? [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 < decision-expenses-need 779 
      [ set decision-expenses-need item ? [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 ] 780 

      ] 781 
    if is-social-attraction = true [ 782 
      foreach [ activity- fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 [ 783 

        if decision-attraction = item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 and 784 
item ? [ activity- fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 <= decision-expenses-need 785 

        [ set decision-expenses-need item ? [ activity-fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 786 
set is-social-expenses-need true ] 787 
        ] 788 

;      ;====================================== 789 
;      ;select the most attribution activity amoung up 790 

;      let decision-attribution max [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 791 
;      foreach [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 [ 792 
;        if decision-expenses-need = item ? [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 793 

and item ? [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 < decision-attribution 794 
;        [ set decision-attribution item ? [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 795 

8 ] 796 
;        ] 797 
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;      if is-social-expenses-need = true [ 798 
;        foreach [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 [ 799 
;          if decision-expenses-need = item ? [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 800 

8 and item ? [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 <= decision-801 
attribution 802 

;          [ set decision-attribution item ? [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-803 
Place 8 set is-social-attribution true ] 804 
;          ] 805 

;        ] 806 
      ] 807 

    ] 808 
 809 
  ask EIA 5 [ 810 

    ifelse [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 < orphanage-status-threshold 811 
    [ 812 

      ifelse money-level - money-level-threshold < money-level-smooth-factor 813 
      [ set selected-goal "Orphanage" ] 814 
      [ 815 

        let money-x money-level - money-level-threshold - money-level-smooth-factor 816 
        let orphanage-payment orphanage-status-threshold - [ status ] of EIA-817 

Orphanage-Place 6 + random-float money-x / (10 ^ ceiling log money-x 10) 818 
        set money-level money-level - orphanage-payment 819 
        ask EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 [ 820 

          set status status + orphanage-payment 821 
        ] 822 
        type ticks type " EIA OP: " print orphanage-payment 823 

        EIA-Reasoning-Rules 824 
        ] 825 

      ] 826 
    [ 827 
      ifelse money-level < money-level-threshold 828 

      [ 829 
        set selected-goal "Work" 830 

;        ifelse working-capacity > working-capacity-threshold 831 
;        [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 832 
;        [ 833 

;          ifelse is-social-attraction = false and is-social-expenses-need = false; and is-834 
social-attribution = false 835 

;          [ 836 
;            ifelse money-level > min [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8; and ([ 837 
status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-838 

decay-factor > min [ course-duration-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 839 
;            [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 840 

;            [ 841 
;              ifelse money-level > min [ activity-fees-list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 842 
;              [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 843 

;              [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 844 
;              ] 845 

;          ] 846 
;          [ 847 
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;            ifelse money-level > min [ activity-fees-list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 848 
;            [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 849 
;            [ 850 

;              ifelse money-level > min [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8; and 851 
([ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-852 

status-decay-factor > min [ course-duration- list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 853 
;              [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 854 
;              [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 855 

;              ] 856 
;            ] 857 

;          ] 858 
        ] 859 
      [ 860 

        ifelse is-social-attraction = false and is-social-expenses-need = false; and is-861 
social-attribution = false 862 

        [ 863 
          ifelse knowledge-capacity < knowledge-capacity-threshold and money-level > 864 
min [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8; and ([ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-865 

Place 6 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-decay-factor > min [ course-866 
duration-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 867 

          [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 868 
          [ 869 
            ifelse social-capacity < social-capacity-threshold and money-level > min [ 870 

activity- fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 871 
            [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 872 
            [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 873 

            ] 874 
          ] 875 

        [ 876 
          ifelse social-capacity < social-capacity-threshold and money-level > min [ 877 
activity- fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 878 

          [ set selected-goal "Social" ] 879 
          [ 880 

            ifelse knowledge-capacity < knowledge-capacity-threshold and money-level 881 
> min [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8; and ([ status ] of EIA-882 
Orphanage-Place 6 - orphanage-status-threshold) / orphanage-status-decay-factor > 883 

min [ course-duration-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 884 
            [ set selected-goal "Academy" ] 885 

            [ set selected-goal "Work" ] 886 
            ] 887 
          ] 888 

        ] 889 
      ] 890 

    type ticks type " EIA-Reasoning-Rules [      ] MPG: " type previous-goal type " 891 
MCG: " type current-goal type " MSG: ->" print selected-goal 892 
    ] 893 

end 894 
 895 

;======================================; 896 
;         EIA Thinking Process         ; 897 
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;        Execution Rules Section       ; 898 
;======================================; 899 
 900 

to EIA-Executing-Rules 901 
  ask EIA 5 [ 902 

    set current-goal selected-goal 903 
    type ticks type " EIA-Executing-Rules [BEFORE] MPG: " type previous-goal type 904 
" MCG: ->" type current-goal type " MSG: " print selected-goal 905 

    ] 906 
  if [ selected-goal ] of EIA 5 = "Orphanage" [ EIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places ] 907 

  if [ selected-goal ] of EIA 5 = "Work" [ EIA-Visit-Work-Places ] 908 
  if [ selected-goal ] of EIA 5 = "Academy" [ EIA-Visit-Academy-Places ] 909 
  if [ selected-goal ] of EIA 5 = "Social" [ EIA-Visit-Social-Places ] 910 

  ask EIA 5 [ 911 
    set previous-goal current-goal 912 

    type ticks type " EIA-Executing-Rules [AFTER ] MPG: ->" type previous-goal 913 
type " MCG: " type current-goal type " MSG: " print selected-goal 914 
    ] 915 

end 916 
 917 

;======================================; 918 
;          EIA Thinking Process        ; 919 
;      Go to Orphanage Place Section   ; 920 

;======================================; 921 
 922 
to EIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places 923 

  type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places" 924 
  while [ [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 < orphanage-status-threshold ] [ 925 

    type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Orphanage-Places LOOP" 926 
    ask EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 [ 927 
      set status status + orphanage-status-decay-factor + Utility-Random-Float * status 928 

* (1 + [ event-based-emotions ] of EIA 5 * emotions-efficiency) 929 
      ] 930 

    ] 931 
end 932 
 933 

;======================================; 934 
;         EIA Thinking Process         ; 935 

;       Go to Work Place Section       ; 936 
;======================================; 937 
 938 

to EIA-Visit-Work-Places 939 
  type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Work-Places" 940 

  let work-duration 0 941 
  let offering-salary-duration [ offering-salary ] of EIA-Work-Place 7 / [ job-duration 942 
] of EIA-Work-Place 7 943 

  while [ [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 >= orphanage-status-threshold and [ 944 
job-duration ] of EIA-Work-Place 7 > work-duration ] [ 945 

    type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Work-Places LOOP" 946 
    set work-duration work-duration + 1 947 
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    ask EIA 5 [ 948 
      set money-level money-level + offering-salary-duration + (Utility-Random-Float 949 
* working-capacity + Utility-Random-Float * knowledge-capacity + Utility-950 

Random-Float * social-capacity) * (1 + [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Work-Place 7 951 
* emotions-efficiency) 952 

      ] 953 
    ] 954 
end 955 

 956 
;======================================; 957 

;         EIA Thinking Process         ; 958 
;      Go to Academy Place Section     ; 959 
;======================================; 960 

 961 
to EIA-Visit-Academy-Places 962 

  type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Academy-Places" 963 
  let choices [ ] 964 
  foreach filter [ ? < [ money-level ] of EIA 5 ] [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-965 

Place 8 [ set choices lput position ? [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 966 
choices ] 967 

  let choices2 [ ] 968 
  let decision min [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 969 
  foreach choices [ if decision <= item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-970 

Place 8 [ set decision item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 set 971 
choices2 lput ? choices2 ] ] 972 
  let random-selection one-of choices2 973 

  set EIA-Academy-Place-random-selection random-selection 974 
  let course-duration 0 975 

  ask EIA 5 [ 976 
    set money-level money-level - item random-selection [ course-fees-list ] of EIA-977 
Academy-Place 8 978 

    ] 979 
  while [ [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 >= orphanage-status-threshold and item 980 

random-selection [ course-duration- list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 > course-duration 981 
] [ 982 
    type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Academy-Places LOOP" 983 

    set course-duration course-duration + 1 984 
    ] 985 

    if course-duration = item random-selection [ course-duration-list ] of EIA-986 
Academy-Place 8 [ 987 
    ask EIA 5 [ 988 

      set knowledge-capacity knowledge-capacity + item random-selection [ 989 
knowledge-capacity-gained- list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 * (1 + item random-990 

selection [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 * emotions-efficiency) 991 
      set working-capacity working-capacity + item random-selection [ working-992 
capacity-gained- list ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 * (1 + item random-selection [ 993 

attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Academy-Place 8 * emotions-efficiency) 994 
      ] 995 

    ] 996 
end 997 
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 998 
;======================================; 999 
;         EIA Thinking Process         ; 1000 

;      Go to Social Place Section      ; 1001 
;======================================; 1002 

 1003 
to EIA-Visit-Social-Places 1004 
  type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Social-Places" 1005 

  let choices [ ] 1006 
  foreach filter [ ? < [ money-level ] of EIA 5 ] [ activity- fees- list ] of EIA-Social-1007 

Place 9 [ set choices lput position ? [ activity-fees- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 1008 
choices ] 1009 
  let choices2 [ ] 1010 

  let decision min [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 1011 
  foreach choices [ if decision <= item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 1012 

[ set decision item ? [ attraction-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 set choices2 lput ? 1013 
choices2 ] ] 1014 
  let random-selection one-of choices2 1015 

  set EIA-Social-Place-random-selection random-selection 1016 
  let activity-duration 0 1017 

  let social-capacity-duration (item random-selection [ social-capacity-gained- list ] of 1018 
EIA-Social-Place 9) / item random-selection [ activity-duration- list ] of EIA-Social-1019 
Place 9 * (1 + item random-selection [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 * 1020 

emotions-efficiency) 1021 
  let working-capacity-duration (item random-selection [ working-capacity-gained-1022 
list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9) / item random-selection [ activity-duration-list ] of EIA-1023 

Social-Place 9 * (1 + item random-selection [ attribution-emotions ] of EIA-Social-1024 
Place 9 * emotions-efficiency) 1025 

  ask EIA 5 [ 1026 
    set money-level money-level - item random-selection [ activity- fees- list ] of EIA-1027 
Social-Place 9 1028 

    ] 1029 
  while [ [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 >= orphanage-status-threshold and item 1030 

random-selection [ activity-duration- list ] of EIA-Social-Place 9 > activity-duration ] 1031 
[ 1032 
    type ticks print " EIA-Visit-Social-Places LOOP" 1033 

    set activity-duration activity-duration + 1 1034 
    ask EIA 5 [ 1035 

      set social-capacity social-capacity + social-capacity-duration 1036 
      set working-capacity working-capacity + working-capacity-duration 1037 
      ] 1038 

    ] 1039 
end 1040 

 1041 
;======================================; 1042 
;            EIA Show Result           ; 1043 

;               Sections               ; 1044 
;======================================; 1045 

 1046 
to EIA-Show-Results 1047 
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  ;Plot the result 1048 
  EIA-Plot 1049 
  ;Track information in command center 1050 

  EIA-Track 1051 
  ;Since measurements variables decay over the time 1052 

  EIA-Current-Capacity-Decay 1053 
  ;Track information in command center 1054 
  EIA-Track 1055 

end 1056 
 1057 

to EIA-Plot 1058 
  ask EIA 5 [ 1059 
    set-current-plot "EIA-Properties" 1060 

    set-current-plot-pen "working-capacity" 1061 
    plot working-capacity * 100 1062 

    set-current-plot-pen "money- level" 1063 
    plot money-level * 100 1064 
    set-current-plot-pen "social-capacity" 1065 

    plot social-capacity * 100 1066 
    set-current-plot-pen "knowledge-capacity" 1067 

    plot knowledge-capacity * 100 1068 
    ] 1069 
  ask EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 [ 1070 

    set-current-plot "EIA-Orphanage-Place" 1071 
    set-current-plot-pen "status" 1072 
    plot status * 100 1073 

    ] 1074 
  ask EIA 5 [ 1075 

    set-current-plot "EIA-Orphanage-Place-Attraction" 1076 
    set-current-plot-pen "event-based-emotions" 1077 
    plot event-based-emotions 1078 

    set-current-plot "EIA-Orphanage-Place-Attribution" 1079 
    set-current-plot-pen "event-based-emotions" 1080 

    plot 3 1081 
    ] 1082 
  ask EIA-Work-Place 7 [ 1083 

    set-current-plot "EIA-Work-Place-Attraction" 1084 
    set-current-plot-pen "attraction-emotions" 1085 

    plot attraction-emotions 1086 
    set-current-plot "EIA-Work-Place-Attribution" 1087 
    set-current-plot-pen "attribution-emotions" 1088 

    plot attribution-emotions 1089 
  ] 1090 

  ask EIA-Academy-Place 8 [ 1091 
    set-current-plot "EIA-Academy-Place-Attraction" 1092 
    set-current-plot-pen "attraction-emotions" 1093 

    plot item EIA-Academy-Place-random-selection attraction-emotions 1094 
    set-current-plot "EIA-Academy-Place-Attribution" 1095 

    set-current-plot-pen "attribution-emotions" 1096 
    plot item EIA-Academy-Place-random-selection attribution-emotions 1097 
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  ] 1098 
  ask EIA-Social-Place 9 [ 1099 
    set-current-plot "EIA-Social-Place-Attraction" 1100 

    set-current-plot-pen "attraction-emotions" 1101 
    plot item EIA-Social-Place-random-selection attraction-emotions 1102 

    set-current-plot "EIA-Social-Place-Attribution" 1103 
    set-current-plot-pen "attribution-emotions" 1104 
    plot item EIA-Social-Place-random-selection attribution-emotions 1105 

  ] 1106 
end 1107 

 1108 
to EIA-Current-Capacity-Decay 1109 
  ask EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 [ 1110 

    ;Orphanage status decay over the time 1111 
    if orphanage-status-decay and [ current-goal ] of EIA 5 != "Orphanage" [ set status 1112 

status -  orphanage-status-decay-factor ] 1113 
    ] 1114 
  ask EIA 5 [ 1115 

    ;Working capacity decay over the time 1116 
    if working-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Work" [ set working-capacity 1117 

working-capacity -  working-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 1118 
    ;Knowledge capacity decay over the time 1119 
    if knowledge-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Academy" [ set knowledge-1120 

capacity knowledge-capacity -  knowledge-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 1121 
    ;Social capacity decay over the time 1122 
    if social-capacity-decay and current-goal != "Social" [ set social-capacity social-1123 

capacity -  social-capacity * Utility-Random-Float ] 1124 
    ;money level decay over the time 1125 

    if money-level-decay and current-goal != "Work" [ set money-level money-level -  1126 
money-level * Utility-Random-Float ] 1127 
    ] 1128 

end 1129 
 1130 

to EIA-Track 1131 
  ;Tracing values 1132 
  ask EIA 5 [ 1133 

    type ticks 1134 
    type " EIA OS: " type precision [ status ] of EIA-Orphanage-Place 6 2 1135 

    type " ML: " type precision money-level 2 1136 
    type " WC: " type precision working-capacity 2 1137 
    type " KC: " type precision knowledge-capacity 2 1138 

    type " SC: " print precision social-capacity 2 1139 
    ] 1140 

end 1141 
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